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Lascala
studio ◊ Eduardo d Fraile
Murcia ◊ Spain
designer ◊ Eduardo d Fraile
www.eduardodfraile.com

A long-standing Spanish winemaker wanted to enter
the Chinese market. This process had to be as
harmonic as possible. French wines, which are the
most popular in China, usually choose to keep their
identity 100%, showing their authenticity.
We decided to merge the Western and Eastern cultures.
LASCALA is how the Chinese call the theatre.
A face painted all over imitating a theatre mask with
Eastern eyes represents China, and the merger is
represented by “LA PEINETA” (the ornamental comb)
Rosé Wine, “EL ABANICO” (the hand fan) White Wine,
“La BAILAORA DE FLAMENCO” (the Flamenco dancer)
Red Wine.
Products that are not originally manufactured in
China cannot bear Chinese writing on the front
packaging.
The typography used is pending from a vertical axis,
like the former Chinese alphabet.
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Lascala
studio ◊ Eduardo d Fraile
Murcia ◊ Spain
designer ◊ Eduardo d Fraile
www.eduardodfraile.com
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Pistonhead
Crude Oil
studio ◊ Neumeister Strategic Design AB
Stockholm ◊ Sweden
creative director ◊ Henrik Hallberg
designers ◊ Lachlan Bullock, Per Torell,
Gustav Schultz
www.neumeister.se

Pistonhead is a brand from Brutal Brewing that has
previously launched a number of conceptual beer
variants - all inspired by Kustom Kulture aesthetics.
Neumeister was assigned to create an expression in
line with the current identity, yet allowing a growth
of future brand extensions. There was also a need to
stretch the brand for a different kind of alcoholic
beverage.
Pistonhead Crude Oil is a chili based liquorice shot.
Its iconic Calavera skull is the main sender and works
as an integrated sub-brand to the Pistonhead name.
Printing technique, typography and handling of
details are more essential than for any prior line
extension. The Kustom Kulture aesthetics simply had
to be enhanced even further, preparing the brand to
enter a wider spectrum of product categories - without
losing its recognition.
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Au yeah!
studio ◊ mLlongo
Valencia ◊ Spain
art director ◊ Marisa Llongo
design / illustration ◊ Studio mLlongo
www.mllongo.com

Au yeah, a valencian beer with an american style, dixie
inspiration, texas beer hops and an authentic flavour.
The mixture of cultures is shown with a touch of humor
in the naming, a unique graphic design and a handmade
typography.
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Calaveza
studio ◊ mLlongo
Valencia ◊ Spain
art director ◊ Marisa Llongo
design / illustration ◊ Studio mLlongo
www.mllongo.com

Calaveza is a special beer that gets its name from the
mixture of the spanish terms 'pumpkin' (=calabaza)
and 'beer' (=cerveza).
For the packaging several illustrations have been
developed as they were for a family portrait, with
one particularity, the heads had been replaced by
pumpkins resulting in a visual game that links the
identity of the beer with its principal ingredient once
again.
Several labels have been used in the packaging, each
one with different color, material and texture. All
together they make up the meaning of the beer.
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Left Hand
Brewing
agency ◊ Moxie Sozo
Boulder, CO ◊ USA
designers ◊ Nate Dyer, Charles Bloom
www.moxiesozo.com

Longmont, CO craft brewery Left Hand had the goods,
but was in need of a dynamite website and packaging
to match the bold and adventurous brews that the
company had to offer. It was no surprise that Moxie
Sozo was so eager to work with a brand that had such,
well, moxie! Founder Dick Doore’s homebrew kit
spawned the humble beginnings of the brewery, and
Left Hand quickly became a local favorite. As the brewery
began to expand its reach across the nation, Moxie Sozo
redesigned their packaging and website, creating a very
distinct look and feel for the exceptional beer.
As a result, the brewer promptly ran out of beer within
eight months of the labels’ debut, forcing Left Hand to
increase production to accommodate demand. Could
there be a better problem to have? We think not.
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Boris
Ice Tea
agency ◊ lg2boutique
Montréal ◊ Canada
creative director ◊ Claude Auchu
designers ◊ Caroline Reumont, Andrée Rouette,
David Kessous
account services ◊ Catherine Lanctôt, Julie Bégin
strategy ◊ Marc-Andrée Fafard
www.lg2boutique.com

Every flavour has a unique personality that is
reflected in the packaging for this new family of
alcoholic iced teas by Boris. The first one, lemon, is
reminiscent of an eccentric character from England
with a classic look, inspired by tea. The second, peach,
highlights the feminine side and features a woman
with flowing locks to remind us of the fuzz on the
fruit. Each package is rendered in a fluorescent colour
palette based on the attributes of each fruit.
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Build
Your Own
agency ◊ The Creative Method
Sydney ◊ Australia
creative director ◊ Tony Ibbotson
designer ◊ Andi Yanto
artworker ◊ Greg Coles
www.thecreativemethod.com

The aim was to create a unique gift to give our
clients at Christmas and to act as a new business
introduction. It needed to remind them of who we
are and the long hours that we put into our work.
It needed to feature all of our staff, reflect our
creativity and sense of humor. The print run was
5000 labels.
We obtained high quality cleanskin wines and
created our own labels.
Each label was based on one staff member. It included
a number of facial features and the client is
encouraged to BYO - Build Their Own.
The wine and the label is the perfect substitute for
when the real thing cannot be there.
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Beervana
studio ◊ Neumeister Strategic Design AB
Stockholm ◊ Sweden
creative director ◊ Henrik Hallberg
designer ◊ Lachlan Bullock
www.neumeister.se

Brutal Brewing wanted to develop a limited edition
summer beer, a light brew with slightly lower alcohol
content. A concept strong enough to make it stand
out amongst other lagers during the busy summer
season – sharp, humoristic and accessible.
In a search for the existential truth of craft beer we
experimented to free our minds.
With a pillow soft and almost-in-motion typography
we finally reached true Beervana.
A beer perfectly suited for harmonious gatherings in
the sun.
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Trophy
Beer Collection
Moscow ◊ Russia
designers ◊ Galima Akhmetzyanova & Pavla
Chuykina
3D visualisation ◊ Pavel Gubin
www.cargocollective.com/hellogalima
www.behance.net/pavla

"Hunting is one of the oldest human instincts. Do not
restrain yourself. Let’s go into the wild. Ignite your
hunting passion and feel the rush of adrenaline.
Track down a prey. Get your trophy.
The idea came up as a joke about hunting trophies.
Then we decided to develop it into something.
The result? There are four labels with different animal
characters and a box shaped as a forest. In addition,
check out for more the custom little details like the
bullet holes and bullseye mark on the bottom of the
bottle and a rifle-opener in the box!"
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Picabi
agency ◊ Moxie Sozo
Boulder, CO ◊ USA
designer ◊ Nate Dyer
www.moxiesozo.com

Targeting parents, young adults, children and
health-conscious women, iWellness brought to market
Picabi, a line of sparkling juices intended to provide
delicious and nutritious benefits to the masses by
combining premium ingredients with the flavor and
aroma of gourmet juices. Picabi’s launch pegs iWellness
as the first and only company offering consumers 100%
sparkling juice with significant health benefits.
In addition to creating Picabi’s logo, Moxie Sozo also
developed packaging design that generated intense
visual appeal, while our lively, youthful exhibit banner
and print collateral drew new customers to the Picabi
product line. By giving fruits a face, Moxie Sozo was able
to bring the Picabi drink flavors to life.
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Tapas wine
Collection
studio ◊ Eduardo d Fraile
Murcia ◊ Spain
designer ◊ Eduardo d Fraile
www.eduardodfraile.com

Brand created to export spanish good wine at an
affordable price.
The graphical solution was inspired by the traditional
elements of the bars in Spain.
Spanish classics in bars menus are written in many
types of wall. And the classic that waiters have to ask
the tops in the kitchen is just shouting to the cook:
a ham! a tortilla!. After eating the usual old teeth
cleaned with a wooden stick.
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Vinos 365
Delhaize
agency ◊ Lavernia & Cienfuegos
Valencia ◊ Spain
www.lavernia-cienfuegos.com

Wine line that Belgian supermarket Delhaize offers
under their own brand "365" to cover affordable
everyday products.
We set as our starting point the homogeneity of the
line and a communication according with the spirit
of “365” brand.
The cork is a sign of humility, a little value object,
often used for arts and crafts, as a simple and easy to
manipulate element to play and create.
The cork is the element that unifies and personalizes
the entire line.
The motive designed for each label refers to the
country of origin. In the case of France the different
types of wine are characterized by a typical French
type of cap, the “canotier”, Napoleon's hat.
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Vinos 365 / Delhaize
agency ◊ Lavernia & Cienfuegos
Valencia ◊ Spain
www.lavernia-cienfuegos.com
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Pietro
Gala
agency ◊ Fresh Chicken
St. Petersburg ◊ Russia
design ◊ Fresh Chicken
www.frch.ru

"Pietro Gala" is a new premium pasta brand,
distinguished by handcraft manufacturing and high
quality ingredients. Fresh chicken agency developed
the brand name, character and designed production
package. Pietro Gala is an italian chief cook, whose
image features different kinds of pasta. Cardboard
texture and one-colour print emphasize naturalness of
pasta and generate positive emotions.
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Sweet&Hot
studio ◊ The British Higher School of Art and Design
Moscow ◊ Russia
conсept ◊ Shashkina Ivanna
design & lettering ◊ Shashkina Ivanna
ivanna.shashkina@gmail.com

This is a project by a student from British school of design:
a packaging of chocolate with spices.
Traditionally, chocolate packaging is very formal, even for
chocolate with spices. But I wanted to reflect the "sharp"
and "unusual" nature of these spicy chocolates. At first
I tried using sharp creases to mirror the sharpness of the
taste, but that felt rigid and boring. It lacked emotion.
So I took an alternative approach instead: using the
involuntary and humorous faces that people make when
tasting spicy foods.
Brand-name "Sweet & Hot" reflects the nature of the
product: it's an assortment of chocolates with a variety of
hot spices. These chocolates are marketed for young
people and the packaging depicts young women's faces
reflecting the "heat-levels" of the chocolate. Each paper
bag contains 20 pieces of heart-melting dark chocolate.
Advertising posters for this product are designed to be
funny and provocative - aimed at young people in their
early twenties who enjoy freedom and new experiences.
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Poilu
studio ◊ Atelier BangBang
Montréal ◊ Canada
designer ◊ Simon Laliberté
www.atelierbangbang.ca

This humoristic packaging offers the function of assembling
two products (two paintbrushes) together with only one
cardboard printed on both sides. One paintbrush is a big
one and the other is a small one for finishing touches.
Once it’s folded, the package has two utilities: 1. Protecting
paintbrushes when he is shipped. 2. Supporting the
paintbrushes when it’s full of paint. Each paintbrushes has
been named and linked to a size number to identify them.
The natural hairs of some paintbrush have been dyed.
A paintbrush wall support is suggested after bought the
product in order to keep your workspace clean and
organized.
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Twïns
agency ◊ Cocoa Branding
Jalisco ◊ México
designer ◊ Rodrigo Suárez Araiza
www.cocoabranding.com

Twïns is a conceptual, mid-range brand of men’s underwear
aimed at the18-25 year old market. This packaging series is
designed in a fun, slightly-mischievous retro-pop style to
engage the target demographic, and present a memorable
solution.
Cocoa Branding created a clever theme centered around
the chick magnet and executed it with tongue-in-cheek
style, creating packaging that's whimsical and original.
Playing with the double meaning of common sayings, this
line of packaging tells a different story on each box. On the
front, the box shows a clear window so the product can be
seen and touched, along with an illustration reminiscent of
school-book anatomy illustrations.
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Trata OnIce
agency ◊ Beetroot Design Group
Thessaloniki ◊ Greece
designers ◊ Vagelis Liakos, Alexis Nikou & Yiannis
Charalambopoulos
www.beetroot.gr

The tail of the fish is one of the main visual elements that
were used on these frozen seafood packaging series. It was
used both on the design of the logo and the structure of
the packages. It is a very strong element of the brand since
it makes the products recognizable from any view angle.
The black background, the subtle typography and the
seafood illustrations were used in order to underline the
quality of the product and to give a delicatessen feeling.
You can actually see the product through the holes on the
illustrations that highlight the part of the seafood that is
included inside the package.
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Kiss
studio ◊ Istratova Alexandra
Moscow ◊ Russia
designer ◊ Istratova Alexandra
www.behance.net/Sasha-Tyla

Packing for a puree of vegetables and fruits (concept
packaging).
Every kiss has its own unique taste and feeling... you
can find what you like!
I have collected an unusual mix of natural fruits and
vegetables in our package.
DOY-PACK - can easily eat on the go or during your
lectures.
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Soup
Delhaize
agency ◊ Lavernia & Cienfuegos
Valencia ◊ Spain
www.lavernia-cienfuegos.com

The brief was to bring to life the principle ingredient,
preferably through the use photo-realistic images,
with something that adds a touch of good humor
before serving.
The romantic image of the waiter’s hands gives
positive connotations of good service and quality.
The steady black and white photography helps to
visually unify the whole range, which is complimented
by use of simple bold typography to balance the
design. The size of the ingredients, in colour, have
been exaggerated in relation to the plate to
emphasise the high natural vegetable content of the
soups in comparison to its competitor’s.
This play on size coupled with the waiter concept
adds the touch of humor. Bon appétit!
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